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A project at UC Davis is designed to
help growers with modification in cut-
flower rose crop timing in relation to
changes in greenhouse temperature set-
points. This has become a critical issue
for rose growers as energy prices are
forcing growers to make adjustments in
greenhouse air temperatures.

Reductions in air temperature need to
be made with great caution.  Many
growers have tried to lower temperature
only to find numerous problems, ranging
from deformations of flowers, to a total
cessation of production, to disease
problems.  Additionally the production
timing is messed up.

Most growers are aware that crop
scheduling needs to change when
temperatures are changed, but few have

Changing Cut-flower Rose Timing in Relation to
Changing Greenhouse Temperature Set-points

a specific accurate method for doing this.
A model we developed a few years ago
can be used to make specific calculations
to assist in making such decisions. While
this information has been available for
several years, growers have found it
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difficult to make the calculations.  I am
currently developing a software tool to
make this easier.

Although it is likely to take several months
before a final version of this software is
ready, we are making a preliminary version
available to growers because of the
urgency of the situation.  The testing of
the software suggests that it is making
accurate calculations, but growers who use
it will find ample room for improvement.
So the results should be used with caution.

If you are interested in this software, then
you are welcome to go to the web site:http:/
/ l i e th .ucdav i s . edu /Resea rch /HU/
RoseTime/  and download the software.
The content of the web site will change as
improvements are made.

The software (Fig 1) works as follows: the
grower selects a particular cultivar from a
list, enters the prevailing greenhouse air
temperatures, and selects a particular crop
stage that is to occur on a particular date.
Click on “calculate” and all other dates
related crop production are calculated. The
crop development stages that it deals with
are Bud Break (BB), Visible bud (VB), and
Harvestable (HV = reflexing sepals on the
flower). Growers can enter lower or higher
temperature values to see what that does
to the various key dates in the production
cycle.

One major drawback is that each rose
variety has a different rate of development.
This means that a different set of parameters
are needed for each variety. Getting such
parameter estimates is called “model
calibration”. Unfortunately, we have the
model calibrated for only 3 varieties; we
are currently getting the numbers for 4
other varieties (thanks to Don Howell at
Pajaro Valley in Watsonville who is lending
us fully-grown plants and Miss Carola
Gonzalez, a visiting scientist from Spain
who is collecting the data as a volunteer).

If you are a grower and wish to use the
preliminary version, then you will need to
try to calibrate the model based on your
production records. This is done as follows:
dig through your records for timing data
for a variety that is similar to one of the
ones in the software (E.g. Kardinal). For a
particular pinched crop, find the pinch date,

the bud break date, visible bud date, and
harvest date. Find the temperature data
that went with this and calculate the
average temperature.

Now run the software and select one of
the varieties (e.g. Kardinal), adjust the
temperature panel so that the average
temperature is the same as what your
plants had, select the pinch date (CT) as
the one to be locked in and select the
date on which this occurred. Now hit
calculate. At this point the various dates
(other than the date you locked in) are
likely to be wrong. Look on the screen
and find the line, just below the database

display, of parameter value entries for the
selected varieties being used in the
calculations. You should now adjust these
numbers until you have a set that to what
seems to represent your plants well, as
follows.

Starting with the Bud Break change the
parameter value for this: make it larger if
the calculated date for BB is earlier than
your records indicate; smaller if it is too
late. Hit Calculate. Repeat this with
different estimates for the Bud Break
parameter until the calculated BB date is
the date in your production records.

Repeat this for VB and HV until you have
dates that match what you observed. Now
write the parameter values down on a
piece of paper. These are your very own
parameter values for your particular
plants. You can put these into the Model
Parameter Values Database (the grid at the
top) by clicking on the “plus” button and
entering all the information in the new
record. Use the correct variety name.
Under “Citn” type the location  of the
plants that you used and your name.
When you are done click the “check”
button. To verify that everything worked,
select this record that you just created by
clicking on it; then calculate. Everything
should be correct.

You will need to repeat this for each
variety that you have in your
greenhouses. Once the model is calibrated
for your situation, you should be able to
use it. Please let me know if something is
not working right of if the estimations are
not working for your particular situation.

If you have suggestions or comments,
then please send these directly to me,

preferableby e-mail to
jhlieth@ucdavis.edu. .

Figure 1. Rose Crop Timing Calculator




